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*Isola non isolata. Le Stinche in the Middle Ages*¹

The Italian government’s Department of Penal Administration (DAP) publishes a monthly journal, aptly entitled «Le due città». But rather than seeking to evoke a central theme in Augustinian thought, the name consciously attempts to critique (and redress) the growing gulf between two social entities: the city and the prison². As if lifted from some Durkheimian textbook, this disjunction is symptomatic of how ‘mainstream’ and ‘deviant’ societies have come to construe themselves as profoundly and almost irrevocably at odds with one another – an ideology that reached its strongest manifestation in the Anglo-American world, where prisons are being relocated to rural areas or otherwise camouflaged as downtown office buildings³. And although the process is not nearly as pronounced in Italy (or in Europe generally), it is certainly a strong trend, as the DAP’s journal emphatically stresses.

The disjuncture between convicts and free society, however idealized, was simply unimaginable when prisons were first widely introduced into communal justice systems, that is, between the mid thirteenth and the early fourteenth centuries. In this sense, Florence is not merely a case in point, but perhaps the case in point, for c. 1300 the commune created the flagship prison of late-medieval Italy and a unique facility in all of western Europe. Indeed, Le Stinche – as the compound soon came to be known – ranks high among the city’s political, legal, administrative, and social achievements in its late-medieval period. And that this fact remains obscured today reflects our own mentality of «the two cities» rather than the original, socially integrative thinking behind the foundation of medieval prisons.

Ignorance about the real ‘birth’ of the prison as an institution (as distinct from that of modern penology) and about life within it dictates the two main goals of the present essay: first, to delineate the early history of Florentine incarceration, from its diverse and disparate origins to the foundation and routinization of Le Stinche as an exclusive facility by the close of the fourteenth century; second, to illuminate the organization of prison life and the considerable degree to which it relied on external intervention, be it by independent supervisors, charitable confraternities, or concerned individuals. For Le Stinche’s location, regime, and the social permeability of its walls ensured that inmates and society at large interacted daily, thereby avoiding the creation of «a city within a city».
After briefly introducing the sources and available scholarship on the topic (sections 1-2), we will advance through three main sections (3-5): the first sketches a profile of Le Stinche mainly from an administrative point of view; the second analyzes the facility’s financial aspects; and the third deals with prison society and the inmates’ daily life. The conclusion (section 6) briefly situates Le Stinche within the wider context of two parallel and overlapping developments: the proliferation of prisons across late-medieval western Europe and the shifting of attitudes from exclusion to containment of social deviants at that time. For, contrary to the still prevalent view of late medieval society as imbued with a «persecuting mentality», identifying deviants in that period entailed a greater deal of tolerance than is usually recognized.

1. Sources for the study of Le Stinche

The high degree to which prison life in late-medieval Florence has been documented is perhaps the best testimony to Le Stinche’s relative significance in the city’s daily routine. Unlike most contemporary city-states, Florence constructed a self-standing, purpose-built facility, with an independent administration and an elaborate supervisory mechanism. These bodies in turn generated a substantial set of ‘organic’ documents, that is, records composed by and for prison government. Most of these records, which are unique for their period in both quantity and quality, were unfortunately destroyed in two separate bouts, first during the burning of the prison’s archives in 1343, and later in the flood of 1966. Yet enough materials survive in the Florentine archives today for a responsible reconstruction of the institution’s early phase, so far mostly neglected by scholars.

Three series of documents in particular form the basis of this study. Two comprise the prison wardens’ original archive (Soprastanti alle Stinche). The first is a series of the facility’s inmate-traffic registers (Carceri e Carcerati), containing basic biographical information on each incoming prisoner, the grounds for his or her arrest, the arresting officer or individual, additional charges, and the aftermath of imprisonment, such as release, execution, fines paid or reduced, and other interventions. The prison notary would edit one such register each administrative term, that is, twice in a calendar year. Of what would have been around two hundred such registers, from Le Stinche’s foundation c. 1300 to 1400 (the cut-off date of the present investigation), merely eight volumes survive, not all of them fully legible. No less damaged are the prison’s financial records (Entrata e Uscita), which attest the inmates’ payments of fines and debts and the wardens’ expenses on salaries, physical maintenance, and miscellaneous items. Whatever remained of this series prior to 1966 fell victim to the Arno that year. However, I was able to examine fifteen of these crumbling volumes by special permission
at the Archivio di Stato di Firenze, a major step toward understanding medieval prison finance (fig. 1).
Third and last, the Esecutore degli Ordinamenti di Giustizia and his officers, who supervised Le Stinche’s administration, monitored the staff’s conduct and documented infractions of prison regulations by means of weekly interviews with representatives from each ward. One hundred and eight of these reports survive today from the period 1349-1400 (fig. 2).6

Fig. 2. Report of the Esecutore’s visitation at Le Stinche (March, 1370). Archivio di Stato di Firenze, Atti dell’Esecutore degli Ordinamenti di Giustizia, 589, cc. 24v.-25r.

So far as I am aware, no other medieval city-state originally documented local prisons to such an extent, although individual polities certainly did keep inmate registers, take account of prison expenses, and nominate supervising officials7. Other types of records, traceable in archives and manuscript libraries elsewhere, likewise illuminate prison life: personal account books (‘diaries’), notarial and court records, testaments, chronicles, executive council minutes, statutes, fiscal accounts, and even poetry and graphic art. Many of these sources have been tapped in order to frame the following profile8.

2. Florentine incarceration and the process «from tower to palazzo»

Historians of medieval urban Italy have fittingly dubbed the reorganization of communal public space as a process «from tower to palazzo»: an architectural
reflection of a political shift from a polycentric oligarchy to a centralized communal regime. Yet despite the many excellent studies of Florentine civic architecture and public engineering, prisons in general and Le Stinche in particular have mostly remained blindspots in the city’s urban panorama.

To be sure, Le Stinche’s creation has been noted by medieval chroniclers and modern scholars alike, from Giovanni Villani to Robert Davidsohn and beyond, and some of the archival documents concerning its foundation were published by Guido Pampaloni in 1973. Already in 1960, US criminologist Marvin Wolfgang remarked the scholarly potential of studying the prison’s extant archives, but more than thirty years would pass before Graziella Magherini and Vittorio Biotti sketched the facility’s early development (albeit as a prototypical mental asylum), and it was not until 1995 that Polish historian Halina Manikowska published the first major institutional history of Le Stinche’s late-medieval phase.

Our debt to Dr. Manikowska’s work in particular is immense since her detailed archival survey and analysis offer a solid point of reference for students of this and other premodern prisons. At the same time, her thorough groundwork serves as a point of departure as well. For instance, and as already mentioned, I was able to consult the prison’s fourteenth-century fiscal records, which were apparently unavailable to earlier scholars, and my survey of the Executore’s supervisory committee’s records from that period is comprehensive rather than selective. Moreover, while Manikowska’s article convincingly refutes the traditional chronology of Western prisons (as exemplified, most famously, by Michel Foucault’s *Surveiller et punir*), the present essay is mainly concerned with life in and around Le Stinche, and the ways in which it, too, much like other communal edifices, reflects changing attitudes towards social deviants and the regime’s self-perception as a just and efficient ruler. In fine, the process «from tower to palazzo» encompassed the Florentine justice system as well, including one of its main focal points: Le Stinche.

3. Le Stinche: profile of a medieval prison

Before delving into Le Stinche’s finance and social dynamics, let us introduce its physical and administrative structures, as they crystallized by the middle of the fourteenth century. Within roughly two decades of its foundation, the prison was run by three to four wardens, three to six guards, a chamberlain, a scribe, and one or two lay penitential friars (*pinzocheri*), who attended to the prisoners’ needs. Additionally, a number of permanent service-givers were enlisted: a chaplain from the adjacent church of San Simone, a water-carrier, and, somewhat later, a physician and a coroner responsible for removing the bodies of dead inmates. A
third layer of officials occupied with prison management were its supervisors or *sindaci*\(^ {20} \), whose responsibility was later assumed by officials of the *Esecutore degli Ordinamenti di Giustizia*\(^ {21} \). By 1355 four *buonuomini* (one from each recently designated quarter) formed a lay supervisory committee that worked closely with the *pinzocheri* to distribute alms\(^ {22} \). Toward the end of the fourteenth century these men were joined by a further, legally trained and salaried supervisor\(^ {23} \).

This elaborate organization marks a new chapter, rather than the first, in the history of Florentine prison administration. A nebulous basis for this structure already existed in previous decades, since late thirteenth-century Florence was home to a variety of facilities. Around 1300 these included the Pagliazza (the women’s prison) and the Burelle, appropriated from a Byzantine tower and from the foundations of the ancient Roman amphitheater, respectively\(^ {24} \). The old Bellanda prison was only recently demolished (*c.* 1290), and the Volognana, a room in the tower of the Palazzo del Podestà, continued to function throughout this period, albeit for brief custody only. As late as 1294, in the aftermath of the so-called anti-magnate legislation of the previous year, the commune established a dedicated *magnati* prison, run solely for and by *magnati*, however loosely they came to be defined\(^ {25} \). Beyond these recognized facilities, the commune used existing houses, inns, and courts at times of need, especially during temporary influxes of war prisoners\(^ {26} \).

We possess very little information about the life and government of these early facilities. It seems, however, that they, too, were publicly run, in contrast with the private, aristocratic prisons of the pre-communal era, which were now formally banned. Toward the century’s close salaried wardens replaced private lesers, as incarceration came to entail fixed daily- and service fees paid by the inmates to the city\(^ {27} \). It appears that the accumulated experience and success of these facilities’ management informed the definition and regulation of the new facility, including the wardens’ office and the remainder of the minor and adjunct personnel. Founding Le Stinche thus entailed the conservation of traditional elements but it also saw the introduction of significant innovations.

One prominent innovation was the erection of an independent building to house the prisoners and staff. Situated near Florence’s emerging civic center, on the trapezoid plot occupied today by the Teatro Verdi, the somber compound of Le Stinche superseded all but one of the existing facilities – the *magnati* prison – though it, too, was soon to be stripped of its autonomy and relocated to Le Stinche as a ward. The available records betray a minor excitement over this fact through a reassertion of the prison’s novelty and the repetition of its politically symbolic name: the Cavalcanti stronghold in the Val di Greve, a castle known as Le Stinche, was razed and its soldiers captured in August, 1304, by Guelph forces. The ironic fate of the castle’s defenders, who were led from Le Stinche to its namesake prison, compelled most contemporary and later writers\(^ {28} \).
By 1358 the compound consisted of seven sections: the old prison, the new prison, a women’s ward, the magnati prison, the upper malevato, the lower malevato, and an infirmary. A separate facility for the insane was established a year later. According to Le Stinche’s surviving records, by this point hundreds of inmates processed through the prison annually (fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Inmate turnover at Le Stinche. Based on Archivio di Stato di Firenze, Sopraelevanti alle Stinche, Carceri e Carcerati, 82-85, 88-91.

Contemporaries associated Le Stinche with Guelf supremacy. Founding the prison enabled the commune to dispose of some imposing physical remains of Florence’s oligarchic past by offering a real solution to the city’s myriad private prisons. Yet the act carried anti-magnate undertones as well, since it eventually entailed the abandonment of the magnati prison. Indeed, Le Stinche was loaded with anti-magnate symbols. For instance, not only was it removed from the city’s traditional (i.e., ecclesiastical) center, but it was also built on lands confiscated from the Uberti family, scions of Florentine oligarchy. The prison’s staff had to consist of popolani, whereas the magnati prison was run solely by magnati prior to its transfer into Le Stinche’s grounds. In other words, the magnati prison’s relocation, c. 1307-1308, completed a calculated effort by the commune to assert a new hegemony, as expressed through the creation of new public spaces to replace the numerous strongholds of the old political system. In this sense, the process «from tower to palazzo» characterizes the history of local prisons as much as it does the city’s grander and more famous civic edifices.
A further, equally significant departure from tradition was the introduction of entirely salaried personnel, paid directly and exclusively from communal funds. This choice may indicate a general satisfaction with the finances of the Burelle and Pagliazza prisons, which had recently shifted from private leasing to public administration. Yet set wages also represented an attempt to reduce corruption among the wardens and guards, and signaled the commune’s commitment to maintaining the prison’s staff. The latter gesture is particularly understandable given the personnel’s frequent appeals for unpaid wages. But however well-intentioned Florentine magistrates might have been in this respect, Le Stinche’s wardens, guards, and other staff members continued to wait for their salaries, sometimes for months on end, in the following decades.

The hiring of caretakers, chaplains, a physician, and a coroner suggests a growing sensitivity to the prisoners’ needs, perhaps partly borne out of the less intimate atmosphere engendered by a large, central institution. Le Stinche’s physician also acted as the commune’s medicus pauperum, but the creation of his position was not merely a compassionate act; it also made economic sense: at fifty lire a year, the prison physician could attend to a range of cases on the commune’s behalf, including the supervision of and post-traumatic care for punitive amputations. Thus the physician exemplifies, on the one hand, the basic conservation of medieval multi-tasking, and on the other, the introduction of a more efficient utilization of professional skills. Despite his diverse clientele, the physician eventually based himself at the prison, perhaps at the little hospital or ‘sick-room’ founded there later that century. Although theirs was not a prestigious position, nor the salary particularly attractive, physicians tended to remain at Le Stinche for relatively long periods.

The prison’s minor staff were a more stable group compared to the wardens, scribe, and chamberlain, all of which served fixed terms of one semester or a year. Andrea di Brunello, for instance, served as the prison’s chaplain consecutively from 1362 to 1375; Bartolo di Michele acted as almoner there from 1367 to 1374; and Jacopo di Piero, known as il Grasso, «carried water» from 1374 at least until 1392. These long tenures influenced the prison’s management culture by allowing much knowledge and experience to accumulate among a limited number of low and middle functionaries: if scribes and chamberlains enabled a smooth transition from one semester to the next, the presence of permanent personnel shaped many aspects of the prison’s daily running.

The permanent staff’s expertise increased their value in the eyes of their superiors. One unofficial way to reward such men (and curb corruption) was to employ them in occasional tasks such as repairing the prison and running various errands. Between April and October, 1387, for example, the aforementioned water-carrier, Jacopo di Piero, augmented his modest monthly wages of 6 lire, 10s. by some 188 lire (over 480 percent!) in this way; and in one semester dur-
ing 1392, while earning 7 lire monthly, the same employee received more than 49 lire (over 115 percent) in additional income\textsuperscript{12}. In other words, Le Stinche’s handy-man could earn nearly as much and at times well beyond the wardens, and certainly more than any other prison official.

The inmates and staff constituted a separate jurisdiction within Florence. For the duration of their stay, prisoners were subject to a distinct scale of fines, and were adjudicated weekly by the \textit{Esecutore «sub volta mallevolatis superioris posita in muros stincharum»}\textsuperscript{43}. As we shall later observe in greater detail, documented offenses included gambling, blasphemy, drinking, brawling, and sexual intercourse, all of which were strictly forbidden at Le Stinche. The inmates’ penalties were usually pecuniary, and as such they were quite low by ‘outside’ standards. The \textit{Esecutore} also monitored the staff’s conduct, fining them for the escape of prisoners or illicit entries of prostitutes, for exacting inappropriate fees, or for embezzling the inmates’ alms\textsuperscript{44}. \textit{Grosso modo} this administrative outfit remained intact for centuries to come.

4. Prison finance

Beyond serving as a symbol of Florentine independence and a tool in its machinery of justice, Le Stinche was founded in order to generate some income for the commune: directly through obligatory and optional fees and indirectly by improving the collection of fines and debts. Like most of their contemporaries, Florentine inmates paid for their incarceration and had to feed themselves. While basic processing fees (\textit{pro introitu et exitu}) were set at 5s. per person, other fees depended on an individual’s status, the grounds for his or her arrest, whether the arrest was carried out by a communal officer or by a private person, and the amount that he or she owed to the commune or a private creditor. Imprisonment for a private debt was a service – however obligatory – offered by the commune to private creditors. Accordingly, the latter had to pay the commune either \(\frac{1}{2}\)d. or 1d. for each lire they were owed, depending on whether they brought the debtors into custody themselves, or relied on commune officials for the arrest.

Once inside, most prisoners could upgrade their living conditions by paying an additional \textit{agevolatura} fee of between 1s.-5s., determined by the value of their fine or debt\textsuperscript{45}. Originally and in principle, \textit{agevolatura} meant greater spatial freedom, but in practice the option helped to recreate external hierarchies within the compound. Those who could afford to pay the fee, lived in a separate ward called the \textit{malevato}, which was divided into upper and lower rooms. Financial means even overrode traditional status divisions, as the former \textit{magnati} prison (once incorporated within Le Stinche) gradually came to house \textit{popolani} as well.
Giovanni Villani claimed that Le Stinche’s revenues augmented the city’s coffers annually by 1000 gold florins. This figure, however, has no grounding in the available sources. Although Le Stinche is a rare example of a medieval prison that actually generated some profit, its income from the inmates’ fees and fines barely covered the main running costs, despite a coherent financial rationale, a high inmate turnover, and relatively lengthy periods of incarceration. A close examination of the prison’s extant financial records illustrates these points quite clearly (fig. 4).

The largest single component of Le Stinche’s revenues was the income from *agevolatura* fees, 1s.-5s. per day, determined according to the cumulative amount of an inmate’s fines or debts. For the three semesters analyzed here, the average daily *agevolatura* rate was 2s., 6d., applicable to roughly 53 percent of the inmates. The second largest component was the income from taxation on private debts, prorated at ½d. or 1d. for each lira owed – depending on whether the creditor or the commune apprehended the debtor. The average tax during these semesters was 16s., 2d., applicable to 36 percent of the inmates. Income from processing fees (5s. per person) is the third largest component, trailed from afar by the occasional fines imposed by the *Esecutore*, who oversaw prison administration and the inmates’ conduct.

A Florentine prisoner who was not a private debtor, paying the average *agevolatura* rate mentioned above, would have spent 85s. for a thirty-two-day imprisonment. The *agevolatura* fees constituting this figure are particularly prominent (nearly 95 percent), reflecting their proximity to the processing fee.
In Florence *agevolatura* fees would outweigh processing fees within two days only, compared with thirty-two days in Bologna and four days in Siena⁴⁸.

How do these figures compare with the staff’s wages, which constituted the commune’s single greatest expense on Le Stinche? By the mid-fourteenth century, the personnel’s salaries amounted to 1460 lire annually. To shoulder this burden, three hundred and forty-three inmates (according to the above configuration) would have been required: a monthly turnover of nearly twenty-nine inmates. However, according to this analysis, an inmate’s average expense at Le Stinche was 22s., 3d., that is, nearly 75 percent lower than the desired 85s. The average annual turnover, despite being over three times higher than that theoretically required for meeting the staff’s salaries, still leaves a major gap between the potential and actual income. What partially compensated for the shortfall was the income from the private debtors’ tax and, to a lesser extent, the *Esecutore’s* occasional fines. Still, Le Stinche’s income barely covered the cost of its personnel’s salaries even in a busy semester.

The discrepancy between potential profitability and actual income was tied to the low revenues from *agevolatura* fees. In the registers analyzed in the following chart (fig. 5), just over half the prisoners paid to ameliorate their conditions. Presumably, more inmates would have done so had they been capable of paying.

Moreover, a comparison between these three registers reveals that paying inmates were mainly divided between two major fee-groups, and that there was a growing asymmetry between the two. The vast majority of *agevolatura* payments (66, 49, and 65 percent, respectively) were for 2s., the daily rate fixed for accumulated fines or debts of between 100-500 lire. The second largest group (daily 5s., corresponding to fines or debts of 1000 lire and above) accounted for

![Fig. 5. Distribution of agevolatura rates (1s.-5s.) at Le Stinche. Based on Archivio di Stato di Firenze, *Soprastanti alle Stinche*, Entrata e Uscita, 396, 382, 388.](image-url)
16, 20, and 8 percent, respectively, of all agevolatura payments in each semester. Although both groups remained dominant, the former expanded while the latter eventually shrunk. There was a marked rise of the less expensive agevolatura rates as opposed to a sharp decline in maximum-rate payments: between the second semester of 1367 and the parallel term in 1376, the number of agevolatura payments of 5s. dropped by over 60 percent, from 652 to 242.

The expansion of low-rate agevolatura is all the more telling given that even these rates were a difficult compromise on the commune’s part. For at least thirty years agevolatura at Le Stinche cost nominally double the amounts related above\textsuperscript{49}. The reduction is first attested in the 1355 statutes, where the commune ostensibly signed off half of its potential income from agevolatura fees, the prison’s single largest income component\textsuperscript{50}. Although the motivations for the act are nowhere stated, the reduction probably reflects the deflation or contraction of Florentine economy in the aftermath of the 1348 Plague. If so, however, the reflection is a partial one at best, since the very same statutes contain no parallel adjustment to the staff’s salaries. On the other hand, it is likely that the reduced range of fees corresponded to the continuing impoverishment of the prison’s population accompanied by a certain deflation in pecuniary penalties. According to this interpretation, the rates were slashed in order to salvage the income from the agevolati wards, whose population would have otherwise diminished.

By updating the scale of agevolatura rates the Florentine commune sought to maximize the prison’s income under changing economic circumstances. This attentiveness paid off, at least temporarily: to judge by the 1367 register, both high- and low-rate agevolatura payments increased. The number of optional-fee payers itself grew from 221 (51 percent of all inmates) to 404 (58 percent). This trend reversed itself, however, within less than a decade, as the 1376 register reveals: payments of 5s. plunged from 20 to 8 percent of all agevolatura payments, while payments of 2s. climbed from 49 to 66 percent. The number of agevolati itself fell from 404 to 236 (from 58 to 48 percent of all inmates). In graphic terms, what was beginning to look like a symmetrical hourglass division c. 1367, turned into a broad-based pyramid by 1376: the ratio between payments of 1s.-2s. and those of 3s.-5s. shifted from 62/38 (2035 vs. 1225 payments; 182 vs. 250 lire) to 85/15 (2459 vs. 460 payments; 217 vs. 97 lire)! Thus, from the middle of the fourteenth century, wealthy debtors were becoming an increasingly smaller minority among Le Stinche’s inmates.

That prisons today impose a major burden on state budgets is a foregone conclusion. In contrast, the growing poverty of medieval Florentine inmates only underscores the contingency of institutional development. For if Le Stinche was never meant to be a capitalistic endeavor, it is likely that its founders expected at least some remuneration from the inmates’ fees. In practice, however, it seems that no one had anticipated the degree to which the prison community would be unable
(rather than unwilling) to pay for *agevolatura*, thereby further weakening the state of Le Stinche's finances. This, however, was the price of increasing the prison’s capacities, whether still within the scope of its traditional functions as a place of custody and coercion, or through the nascent application of punitive incarceration.

5. Prison life

Contrary to the popular notion that medieval prisons were earthly infernos, the picture emerging from our records is that of a tolerable, if unpleasant, experience. True, inmates mostly lived in common wards, with rare opportunities for employment. The latter restriction in particular meant that erstwhile day-laborers or artisans could and often did enter a vicious cycle of debt once incarcerated. Prison life, moreover, seems to have been oppressively boring: reading material was hard to come by, space for recreational activities limited, alcohol prohibited, drugs non-existent, and prostitutes rare. Financial and legal affairs could occupy some of a prisoner’s time, but these were often over within several weeks, and seldom guaranteed even an occasional leave. Begging outside the prison walls to help pay for one’s incarceration was only intermittently allowed even before the practice was abandoned in favor of employing penitential friars. But despite all this, the available sources never mention mass riots instigated by inmates independently of external political turmoil. Further, assaults on staff, suicides, and even casualties of violence in general were few and far between. If these are relevant parameters to judge by, there is no indication that Florentine prisoners, whether individually or collectively, perceived their state as fatal or resorted to extreme measures in order to avoid it.

What made prison life tolerable? Above all, Le Stinche’s particular human constitution. Most inmates in this period were, at least technically, debtors rather than violent criminals. As such their socio-economic background – as a reflection of their capacity to contract debt in the first place – was middling rather than low, even if throughout the fourteenth century this community became increasingly impoverished, as we have seen. An examination of six extant inmate-traffic registers yields the following distribution of offenses for which Le Stinche’s prisoners were initially imprisoned (tab. 1).

The range and distribution of offenses is fairly consistent. Debt is the most common offense among the inmates, trailed from afar by custodial imprisonment with or without bail (*uno processo* and *bene custodia*, respectively), and custody prior to execution (*ave et persona*)³⁷. Fairly common were also incarceration for gambling and the illicit bearing of arms (an average of 3.6 cases per semester) and especially incarceration *pro amandare* (8.3 per semester), usually inflicted upon delinquent domestic slaves and children. The latter practice was
considered the prerogative of a paterfamilias: when a certain Florentine notary entrusted his son to a business associate, the latter was encouraged to «make him [the lad] good; and if he obey you not well, beat him like a dog, and cast him into prison, as if he were your own [son]» 54. At any rate, and despite the documented presence of violent offenders, Le Stinche’s population represented the city’s ‘mainstream’ commercial society rather than its more unruly elements.

To be sure, an apparently non-criminal population does not in itself guarantee tranquility under conditions of captivity. Another way to gauge the relative tolerability or harshness of medieval prison life is by recourse to contemporary standards of living on the outside, both in the domestic and urban-public sphere. Urban inns, for instance, were notoriously crowded, filthy, and often dangerous55; and low-income family accommodations could consist of a cramped, wooden single-room56. Before the onset of the Plague cycle in 1348, cities were densely populated, and public hygiene fell well short of stringent bylaws57. All this would have rendered the material conditions in prison less than appalling.

Relations between inmates and staff are likewise an important factor for mitigating conditions in captivity. Wittingly or not, Le Stinche’s personnel avoided incurring the inmates’ wrath in several ways. One method was to abstain from being involved in judicial torture and the execution of penal justice. Unlike their counterparts in Venice, Bologna, and elsewhere, Florentine custodians filled no executionary roles in the local administration of justice. Another means to earn

Tab. 1. Distribution of grounds for incarceration at Le Stinche. Based on Archivio di Stato di Firenze, Soprastanti alle Stinche, Carceri e Carcerati, 82-84, 89-91. Further charges were often added throughout one’s imprisonment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1347 II</th>
<th>1359 I</th>
<th>1369 I</th>
<th>1375 II</th>
<th>1376 I</th>
<th>1395 II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debt</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bene custodia</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro amendare</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avere et persona</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambling</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uno processo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homicide</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the inmates’ interested compliance was collusion: running little errands in exchange for cash, turning a blind eye to illicit activities, and on rare occasions even aiding an escape.

But what may have compensated most for the pains of imprisonment was the inmates’ frequent access to the outside world. The permeability of Le Stinche’s walls was partly planned and partly inevitable. Service-givers, magistrates, lawyers, friars, officers of charitable confraternities, business associates, friends, family-members, and of course the prison’s staff and its supervisors had routine access to the inmates. Unlike its modern, ‘total’ heir, the medieval prison was never designed to be autonomous or provide for all its needs. In the absence of a kitchen at Le Stinche, prisoners’ meals were normally provided by lay friars, families, or friends, a routine which involved a constant stream of outside visitors. Easy access to the courts and interrogation rooms (there was no torture chamber at Le Stinche in the fourteenth century) was likewise an important consideration. In any case, free society was never more than an ear-shot away.

Visibility and accessibility had the further advantage, at least so far as the inmates were concerned, that they could never be wholly forgotten. During the famous flood of 1333, when the water’s breaking path threatened to submerge Le Stinche’s inhabitants, the city’s magistrates instructed the wardens to remove the prisoners to the roof. As the wardens had anticipated, however, several men used the higher ground offered to them to launch an escape... But inmates encountered free society on more routine and structured occasions, for instance while begging outside the prison walls, on their way to and from the courts, and most notably during release processions on major feast days.

The semi-inclusive nature of Florentine prison life did not guarantee a risk-free environment. In the upheaval precipitating the expulsion of the Duke of Athens in 1343, some excited inmates trashed Le Stinche and, shrewdly, destroyed its archive. Yet, as the reports produced by the prison’s supervisors reveal, it was an exceptional event. For rather than focusing their attention on their captors, inmates mostly turned on one another: a day after Biagio di Filippo struck Ubicino di Gentile «with his bare hand», the latter retaliated by stabbing Biagio with a knife; Naso di Baldo of San Felice confessed to a sexual assault; Jacopo di Giovanni injured Giovanni di Lapo by turning his bed over while the latter was sleeping; and so it goes. A survey of the extant visitation records reveals the following distribution of offenses (tab. 2).

An underreporting of infractions, perhaps even to a considerable degree, must be assumed. After all, the supervisors’ task was to monitor the staff’s behavior no less than that of the inmates’, so that collusion between captors and captives in order to avoid further fines was probably encouraged. Further, collusion may have also operated as a mechanism by which guards appeased the inmates. At any rate, the most widely attested infraction at Le Stinche was gambling, an
activity banned due to its potential for accruing further debt, its association with violence, and, no less importantly, its blasphemous nature. Gambling may have been popular for any number of reasons. It was easily arranged and dissolved, it created an immediate distraction, and it promised (falsely, for the most part) to improve one’s influence and material conditions. Yet perhaps the main attraction of gambling was its familiarity as a common and equally abhorred activity in the free world. However briefly, gambling transported its practitioners into pseudo-liberty.

In fine, Le Stinche’s physical centrality and accessibility, the grafting of normative divisions and hierarchies onto its internal design, routine formal supervision, and the occasionally complicit relationships between inmates and guards refute the common image of the medieval prison as an earthly hell. To be sure, there is no need to assume that all this was premeditated; the prison’s openness was only partly ideological, and mostly practical, despite the fact that easy access could have compromised security both in and out of the compound. All the same, it seems that the overall benefits of semi-exclusiveness outweighed their
disadvantages, and, along with inmates’ fairly short sojourns and routine external supervision, rendered prison life a tolerable experience.

6. Conclusion: marginality at the city center

Five centuries would pass from the foundation of Le Stinche (and other contemporary facilities) to the advent of modern penology in the post-Enlightenment era. At no time prior to Beccaria and Bentham were prisons employed as the basis of state penal systems, nor would incarceration serve as the default penalty for major offenses. Yet, as we have argued, there are firm grounds for studying the advent of the prison per se separately from the history of penology. Whether as an administrative unit, a cog in the machinery of justice, or a site for the negotiation of civic ideologies, Le Stinche, like many similar facilities, became integral to civic life by the middle of the fourteenth century. The routines developed in and around it were to remain in place until its destruction in 1833.

In order to appreciate the cultural shift which Le Stinche’s foundation reflected and promoted, it may be useful to turn our gaze to other so-called marginalizing institutions, for instance, brothels, Jewish quarters, hospitals, and leprosaria. Social historians have become increasingly dissatisfied with the view of late medieval society as one imbued with a «persecuting mentality» – a thesis originally propounded by R.I. Moore. Moore argued that by c. 1250 Christendom had manifestly closed its ranks in the service of homogeneity. Lower tolerance meant that ‘others’ (Jews, homosexuals, heretics, lepers, etc.) were identified, criminalized, and eventually persecuted. Whatever the merits of Moore’s conclusions may be, it is significant that for many of these new-found marginals, the solution (especially in urban centers) often involved palpable institutionalization: regulation, congregation, and immuring. In other words, once identified as dangerous and deviant, ‘others’ were customarily contained, not expelled. Thus the creation of municipally run brothels, for instance, can be seen as exemplifying a broader civic perspective, not a narrower one; the enclosure of Jews within designated quarters (or rather, its encouragement) was at times more integrative than exclusive; and expanding urban jurisdictions chose to bring suburban leper-houses into their fold, not reject them, as reflected by a shift from their original designation extra civitatem into their more recent description iuxta civitatem. Paradoxically, then, institutionalizing marginality reflected greater tolerance.

Seen from this vantage point, the creation of municipal prisons across western Europe, a process strikingly exemplified by Le Stinche, fits into a general tendency toward containing and maintaining deviants, including criminals, rather than bringing about their social death. Despite being the most elaborate facility of its day, Le Stinche never became «a city within a city».
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